Finding Articles in the Library Databases

1. From the library home page, you can access the databases from these links.

2. Choose a databases from the list of choices.

   **Alphabetical List:**
   - Points Of View Reference Center
   - Proquest Criminal Justice
   - Proquest Research Library
   - Psycarticles
   - PsycInfo

   **Subject Guide:**
   - Ferguson’s Career Guidance Center
   - Michigan Career Explorer - Pure Michigan Talent Connection
   - NERE Michigan Occupational Reports for Exploration
   - General OneFile
   - General OneFile Basics - tutorial
   - General OneFile Advanced Search Tutorial
   - ProQuest Research Library
     - Many more full-text articles. This database provides “Suggested Topics.” (use multiple databases to include entire news, articles)

3. Once in the database, enter your search term and limit to full-text (if available).
4. Now you'll see a list of results

5. When viewing the view text of the article, there are tools available to print, email, and cite the article.

This is an example of a formatted MLA citation from the article I found.